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(54) Division circuit, division device, and electronic apparatus

(57) A division circuit includes: a division unit that
generates a divided signal by dividing the frequency of
an input signal on the basis of a clock signal having the
same frequency as that of the input signal and an inverted
clock signal being synchronized with the clock signal but
having an inverted phase, of which both clock signals are

generated from the input signal; i and an output signal
generator that generates an output signal on the basis
of the divided signal having the same frequency as that
of the divided signal and an inverted output signal being
synchronized with the output signal but having an invert-
ed phase, of which both output signals are generated
from the divided signal.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a division cir-
cuit, a division device, and an electronic apparatus.

2. Related Art

[0002] Electronic apparatuses such as a GPS receiver
use a division circuit that divides the frequency of an os-
cillation signal from an internal oscillator to obtain a signal
of a predetermined frequency (for example, see JP-A-
2008-187556) . The division circuit generally has a con-
figuration in which plural division circuits each dividing
the frequency of an input signal by half are cascaded,
since the circuit configuration thereof is generally simple.
[0003] Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating the circuit config-
uration of a division circuit 1B according to the related
art. As shown in Fig. 4, the division circuit 1B is a circuit
that outputs an output signal OUT obtained by dividing
the frequency of an input signal CL by half and an inverted
signal XOUT thereof and includes (1) a clock signal gen-
erator 10, (2) a divided signal generator 20, and (3) an
output signal generator 30B.
[0004] The clock signal generator 10 generates clock
signals CLOCK and XCLOCK having the same frequen-
cy as that of the input signal CL and having inverted phas-
es on the basis of the input signal CL. The divided signal
generator 20 generates an inverted divided signal XQ of
which the frequency is a half of the frequency of the input
signal CL on the basis of the clock signals CLOCK and
XCLOCK. The output signal generator 30B generates
output signals OUT and XOUT having a frequency which
is a half of the frequency of the input signal CL and having
opposite phases on the basis of the inverted divided sig-
nal XQ.
[0005] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating signal waveforms
in the division circuit IB. In Fig. 5, the horizontal axis rep-
resents the time t and the vertical axis represents, as
signal levels, signal waveforms of the input signal CL,
the clock signals CLOCK and XCLOCK, an output signal
XM of a clocked inverter X6, an output signal M of an
inverter X7, the inverted divided signal XQ, an output
signal Q of an inverter X9, and the output signals OUT
and XOUT sequentially from the upper end.
[0006] However, in the division circuit 1B shown in Fig.
4, a signal obtained by inverting and amplifying the in-
verted divided signal XQ, which is obtained by dividing
the frequency of the input signal CL by half, by the use
of an inverter X12 is output as the output signal OUT. A
signal obtained by inverting and amplifying the inverted
divided signal XQ by the use of cascaded inverters X13
and X14 is output as the inverted output signal XOUT.
That is, the signal obtained by passing the inverted di-
vided signal XQ through the single inverter X12 is output

as the output signal OUT and a signal obtained by pass-
ing the inverted divided signal XQ through the two invert-
ers X13 and X14 is output as the inverted output signal
XOUT. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 5, the phases of
the output signals OUT and XOUT are deviated from
each other.
[0007] When plural stages of division circuits are con-
nected in series, the output signals OUT and XOUT are
input as the clock signals CLOCK and XCLOCK of the
next stage so as to reduce the number of elements in the
overall circuit. At this time, when the phases of the output
signals OUT and XOUT are deviated from each other, a
period of time when the clock signals CLOCK and
XCLOCK in the next stage of division circuit are simulta-
neously switched to a "H" level exists, which causes an
erroneous operation.

SUMMARY

[0008] An advantage of some aspects of the invention
is that it provides a division circuit which can generate
and output an output signal and an inverted signal thereof
phase-locked to each other.
[0009] According to a first aspect of the invention, there
is provided a division circuit including: a division unit that
generates a divided signal by dividing the frequency of
an input signal on the basis of a clock signal and an in-
verted clock signal having the same frequency as that of
the input signal and having locked but inverted phases,
of which both clock signals are generated from the input
signal; and an output signal generator that generates an
output signal and an inverted output signal having the
same frequency as that of the divided signal and having
locked but inverted phases using the clock signal and
the inverted clock signal on the basis of the divided signal.
[0010] According to this configuration, it is possible to
implement the division circuit that generates and outputs
the output signal and the inverted output signal having
the same frequency as that of the divided signal and hav-
ing the locked but inverted phases.
[0011] In a second aspect of the invention, the output
signal generator may include a clocked inverter operating
in response to the clock signal so as to lock the phase
of the output signal and the phase of the inverted output
signal.
[0012] According to the second aspect, the output sig-
nal and the inverted output signal having the locked
phase are generated by the use of the clocked inverter
operating in response to the clock signal.
[0013] In a third aspect of the invention, the output sig-
nal generator may further include a level holder that holds
the output level of the clocked inverter.
[0014] According to the third aspect, the immediately
previous output level of the clocked inverter is held even
when the clocked inverter does not operate.
[0015] In a fourth aspect of the invention, the level hold-
er may hold the output level by the use of a gate capacitor
or a wiring capacitor of a transistor included in the level
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holder.
[0016] According to a fifth aspect of the invention, there
is provided a division device in which N-stage (where N
is an integer equal to or greater than 2) dividers are cas-
caded, wherein the first-stage divider includes a clock
signal generator that generates the clock signal and the
inverted clock signal on the basis of the input signal, and
the division circuit according to anyone of the first to fourth
aspects, and wherein the nth-stage (where n==2, 3, ...,
N) divider includes the division circuit according to any
one of the first to fourth aspects that receives the output
signal output from the (n-1)th-stage divider as the clock
signal and receives the inverted output signal thereof as
the inverted clock signal.
[0017] According to the fifth aspect, in the division de-
vice in which a plurality of dividers are cascaded, the
output signal and the inverted output signal output from
a divider can be input as the clock signal and the inverted
clock signal of the next-stage divider, respectively.
[0018] According to a sixth aspect of the invention,
there is provided an electronic apparatus including the
division circuit according to any one of the first to fourth
aspects or the division device according to the fifth as-
pect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] The invention will be described with reference
to the accompanying drawings, wherein like numbers ref-
erence like elements.
[0020] Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the circuit config-
uration of a division circuit according to an exemplary
embodiment of the invention.
[0021] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating signal waveforms
in the division circuit.
[0022] Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating the circuit config-
uration of a division circuit additionally including a set/
reset circuit.
[0023] Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating the circuit config-
uration of a division circuit according to the related art.
[0024] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating signal waveforms
in the division circuit according to the related art.

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0025] Hereinafter, an exemplary embodiment of the
invention will be described with reference to the accom-
panying drawings.

Configuration

[0026] Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the circuit config-
uration of a division circuit 1 according to an exemplary
embodiment of the invention. In Fig. 1, the elements com-
mon to the division circuit 1B according to the related art
shown in Fig. 4 are referenced by the same reference
numerals and signs. The division circuit 1 generates and
outputs an output signal OUT obtained by dividing the

frequency of an input signal CL by half (half-division) and
an inverted signal XOUT having the same frequency as
that of the output signal OUT and having the inverted
phase (output signals OUT and OUT) . The division cir-
cuit 1 includes (1) a clock signal generator 10, (2) a di-
vided signal generator 20 (division unit) , and (3) an out-
put signal generator 30.
[0027] The clock signal generator 10 generates a clock
signal CLOCK having the same frequency as that of the
input signal CL and a phase locked thereto and an in-
verted signal XCLOCK having the same frequency as
that of the clock signal CLOCK but the inverted phase
thereof (clock signals CLOCK and XCLOCK) . The clock
signal generator 10 includes inverters X1, X2, X3, X4,
and X5 and transistors Tr1 and Tr2.
[0028] The divided signal generator 20 generates an
inverted divided signal XQ by dividing the frequency of
the input signal CL by half on the basis of the clock signals
CLOCK and XCLOCK generated from the clock signal
generator 1.0. The divided signal generator 20 includes
clocked inverters X6, X8, X10, and X11 and inverters X7
and X9.
[0029] The clocked inverter X6 receives the clock sig-
nal CLOCK as a control signal, inversely amplifies the
inverted divided signal XQ, and outputs as a signal XM.
The signal XM is inversely amplified by the inverter X’7
and is output as a signal M. The clocked inverter X10
receives the inverted clock signal XCLOCK as a control
signal, inversely amplifies the signal M, and outputs as
a signal XM.
[0030] The clocked inverter X10 serves as a level hold-
ing circuit for the signal XM. That is, when the clocked
inverter X6 is in operation, the clocked inverter X10 is
out of operation and the inverted signal of the inverted
divided signal XQ is output as the signal XM by the
clocked inverter X6. On the other hand, when the clocked
inverter X6 is out of operation, the clocked inverter X10
is in operation and the inverted signal of the signal M is
output as the signal XM by the clocked inverter X10 .
That is, when the clocked inverter X6 is out of operation,
the level of the signal XM just before the clocked inverter
X6 is out of operation is maintained by the clocked in-
verter X1.U .
[0031] The clocked inverter X8 receives the clock sig-
nal XCLOCK as a control signal, inversely amplifies the
signal M, and outputs as the inverted divided signal XQ.
The inverted divided signal XQ is inversely amplified by
the inverter X9 and is output as the divided signal Q. The
clocked inverter X11 receives clock signal CLOCK as a
control signal, inversely amplifies the divided signal Q,
and outputs as the inverted divided signal XQ.
[0032] The clocked inverter X11 serves as a level hold-
ing circuit for the inverted divided signal XQ. That is, when
the clocked inverter X8 is in operation, the clocked in-
verter X11 is out of operation and the inverted signal of
the signal M is output as the inverted divided signal XQ
by the clocked inverter X8. On the other hand, when the
clocked inverter X8 is out of operation, the clocked in-
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verter X11 is in operation and the inverted signal of the
divided signal Q is output as the inverted divided signal
XQ by the clocked inverter X11. That is, when the clocked
inverter X8 is out of operation, the level of the inverted
divided signal X6 just before the clocked inverter X8 is
out of operation is maintained by as the clocked inverter
X11.
[0033] The output signal generator 30 generates an
output signal OUT and an inverted signal XOUT (output
signals OUT and XOUT) having the same frequency as
that of the inverted divided signal XQ and having the
locked phase on the basis of the inverted divided signal
XQ generated by the divided signal generator 20. The
output signal generator 30 includes clocked inverters X15
and X19 (clocked inverter) and inverters X16, X17, X18,
X20, and X21.
[0034] The clocked inverter X15 receives the clock sig-
nal CLOCK as a control signal, inversely amplifies the
inverted divided signal XQ, and outputs as a signal
Mhold. The inverter X18 inversely amplifies and outputs
the inverted divided signal XQ . The clocked inverter X19
receives the clock signal CLOCK as a control signal, in-
versely amplifies the output signal (that is, the inverted
signal of the inverted divided signal XQ) of the inverter
X18, and outputs as a signal XMhold.
[0035] That is, the inverted divided signal XQ is in-
versely amplified and is output as the signal Mhold by
the clocked inverter X15, and is inversely amplified and
is output as the signal Mhold by the inverter X18 and the
clocked inverter X19 . Accordingly, the signals Mhold and
XMhold have phases opposite to each other.
[0036] The clocked inverters X15 and X19 receive a
common signal CLOCK as a control signal. That is, the
timings of switching the in-operation state and the out-
of-operation state of the clocked inverters X15 and X19
agree to each other and the change timings of the signals
Mhold and XMhold thus agree to each other.
[0037] The signal Mhold is inversely amplified and is
output as the output signal OUT by the inverters X16 and
X17. The signal XMhold is inversely amplified and is out-
put as the inverted output signal XOUT by the inverters
X20 and X21.
[0038] The inverters X16 and X17 serve as a level hold-
ing circuit (level holder) for the signal Mhold. That is, when
the clocked inverter X15 is out of operation, the output
level of the signal Mhold just before the clocked inverter
X15 is out of operation is maintained by the gate capac-
itors of transistors of the inverters X16 and X17 or the
wiring capacitors.
[0039] The inverters X20 and X21 serve as a level hold-
ing circuit (level holder) for the signal XMhold. That is,
when the clocked inverter X19 is out of operation, the
output level of the signal XMhold just before the clocked
inverter X19 is out of operation is maintained by the gate
capacitors of transistors of the inverters X20 and X21 or
the wiring capacitors.

Operations

[0040] The operation of the division circuit 1 will be
described below with reference to the signal waveforms.
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the signal waveforms in
the division circuit 1. In Fig. 2, the horizontal axis repre-
sents the time t and the vertical axis represents the signal
waveforms of the input signal CL, the clock signal
CLOCK, the inverted clock signal XCLOCK, the signal
XM, the signal M, the inverted divided signal XQ, the
divided signal Q, and the output signals OUT and XOUT
as signal levels sequentially from the upper end. The
clock signal CLOCK and the output signal XOUT are
marked by solid lines and the inverted clock signal
XCLOCK and the output signal OUT are marked by bro-
ken lines.
[0041] First, at time t0, the clock signal CLOCK is at
the "H" level, the inverted clock signal XCLOCK is at the
"L" level, and the inverted divided signal XQ is at the "H"
level.
[0042] At this time, the clocked inverter X6 is "in oper-
ation" and the clocked inverter X10 is "out of operation" .
That is, the inverted signal of the inverted divided signal
XQ is output as the signal XM by the clocked inverter X6
and the signal XM is at the "L" level. The inverted signal
of the signal XM is output as the signal M by the inverter
X7 and the signal M is at the "H" level.
[0043] The clocked inverter X8 is "out of operation"
and the clocked inverter X11 is "in operation". That is,
the inverted signal of the inverted divided signal XQ is
output as the divided signal Q by the inverter X9 and the
divided signal Q is at the "L" level. That is, the inverted
signal of the divided signal Q is output as the inverted
divided signal XQ by the clocked inverter X11 and the
inverted divided signal XQ is maintained at the "H" level.
[0044] The clocked inverter X15 is "in operation" and
the inverted signal of the inverted divided signal XQ is
output as the signal Mhold by the clocked inverter X15.
That is, the output signal OUT is at the "L" level. The
clocked inverter X19 is "in operation" and the inverted
signal of the output signal (the inverted signal of the in-
verted divided signal XQ) of the inverter X18 is output as
the signal XMhold by the clocked inverter X19. That is,
the inverted output signal XOUT is changed to the "H"
level.
[0045] At time t1, when the clock signal CLOCK is
changed from the "H" level to the "L" level and the inverted
clock signal XCLOCK is changed from the "L" level to the
"H" level, the clocked inverter X6 is "out of operation" and
the clocked inverter X10 is "in operation". That is, the
inverted signal of the signal M is output as the signal XM
by the clocked inverter X10, the signal XM is maintained
at the "L" level, and the signal M is maintained at the "H"
level.
[0046] The clocked inverter X8 is "in operation" and
the clocked inverter X11 is "out of operation,". That is,
the inverted signal of the signal M is output as the inverted
divided signal XQ by the clocked inverter X8 and the in-
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verted divided signal XQ is changed from the "H" level
to the "L" level. The inverted signal of the inverted divided
signal XQ is output as the divided signal Q by the inverter
X9 and the divided signal Q is changed from the "L" level
to the "H" level. At this time, since the divided signal Q
passes through the inverter X9, the divided signal Q is
changed to the inverted signal XQ with a time delay.
[0047] The clocked inverters X15 and X19 are "out of
operation". Accordingly, the level of the signal Mhold just
before the clocked inverter X15 is "out of operation" is
maintained by the inverters X16 and X1"7 and the output
signal OUT is maintained at the "L" level. The level of the
signal XMhold just before the clocked inverter X19 is "out
of operation" is maintained by the inverters X20 and X21
and the inverted output signal XOUT is maintained at
the "H" level.
[0048] At time t2, when the clock signal CLOCK is
changed to the "L" level to the "H" level and the inverted
clock signal XCLOCK is changed from the "H" level to
the "L" level, the clocked inverter X6 is "in operation" and
the clocked inverter X10 is "out of operation". That is, the
inverted signal of the inverted divided signal XQ is output
as the signal XM by the clocked inverter X6 and the signal
XM is changed from the "L" level to the "H" level. The
signal M is changed from the "H" level to the "L" level by
the inverter X7. At this time, since the signal M passes
through the inverter X7, the signal M is changed to the
signal XM with a time delay.
[0049] The clocked inverter X8 is "out of operation"
and the clocked inverter X11 is "in operation". That is,
the inverted signal of the divided signal Q is output as
the inverted divided signal XQ by the clocked inverter
X11 and the level of the inverted divided signal XQ just
before the clocked inverter X8 is out of operation is main-
tained. That is, the inverted divided signal XQ is main-
tained at the t‘L" level and the divided signal Q is main-
tained at the "H" level.
[0050] The clocked inverters X15 and X19 are "in
operation" . That is, the inverted signal of the inverted
divided signal XQ is output as the signal Mhold by the
clocked inverter X15. Accordingly, the signal Mhold is
changed from the "L" level to the "H" level and the output
signal OUT is changed from the "L" level to the "H" level.
The inverted signal of the output signal of the inverter
X18 is output as the signal XMhold by the clocked inverter
X19. Accordingly, the signal XMhold is changed from the
"H" level to the "L" level and the inverted output signal
XOUT is changed from the "H" level to the "L" level.
[0051] Here, the in-operation state and the out-of-op-
eration state of the clocked inverters X15 and X19 are
switched in response to the common clock signal
CLOCK. That is, the change timings of the signals Mhold
and XMhold which are the output signals of the clocked
inverters X15 and X19 almost agree to each other and
the change timings of the output signals OUT and XOUT
almost agree to each other.
[0052] Thereafter, the levels of the signals are
changed similarly with the changes in level of the clock

signals CLOCK and XCLOCK.

Operational Advantages

[0053] In the division circuit 1 according to this embod-
iment, the output signals OUT and XOUT which have
phases almost completely opposite to each other are out-
put by the clocked inverters X15 and X19 of which the
in-operation state and the out-of-operation state are
switched in response to the common clock signal
CLOCK.

Modifications

[0054] The invention is not limited to the above-men-
tioned embodiment, but can be properly modified in var-
ious forms without departing from the concept of the in-
vention.

A. Connection of Plural Stages of Division Circuits 1

[0055] For example, when plural stages (N stages,
where "N" is an integer equal to or greater than 2) of
division circuits 1 (dividers) are cascaded to constitute a
division device, the output signal OUT of the (n-1) th--
stage division circuit 1 is input as the clock signal CLOCK
of the next-stage (nth-stage) division circuit 1 and the
output signal XOUT of the (n-1) th-stage division circuit
1 is input as the inverted clock signal XCLOCK of the
next-stage (nth-stage) division circuit 1 (where, n= 2,
3, ..., N) . That is, in this case, the first-stage division cir-
cuit 1 includes the clock signal generator 10 (clock signal
generator) but the second-stage or subsequent-stages
division circuits 1 (n>2) may not include the clock signal
generator 10 (clock signal generator).

B. Addition of Set/Reset Circuit

[0056] A circuit setting/resetting the signal M and the
divided signal Q may be added to the division circuit 1.
Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating the circuit configuration of
a division circuit 1A to which the set/reset circuit is added.
The division circuit 1A has a configuration in which an
OR gate OR1 and an NAND gate NAND1 are provided
instead of the inverter X7 to the division circuit 1 shown
in Fig. 1 and an OR gate OR2 and an NAND gate NAND2
are provided instead of the inverter X9. The same ele-
ments as those of the division circuit 1 shown in Fig. 1
are referenced by the same reference numerals and de-
scription thereof will not be repeated.
[0057] A signal XM and a reset signal Reset are input
to the OR gate OR1. The output signal of the OR gate
OR1 and the output signal of the inverter X20, that is, the
inverted signal of the set signal Set, are input to the NAND
gate NAND1. The output signal of the NAND gate NAND1
is the signal M. The inverted divided signal XQ and the
reset signal Reset are input to the OR gate OR2. The
output signal of the OR gate OR2 and the output signal
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of the inverter X20, that is, the inverted signal of the set
signal Set, are input to the NAND gate NAND2. The out-
put signal of the NAND gate NAND2 is the divided signal
Q.
[0058] When the set signal Set and the reset signal
Reset are both at the "L" level, the output signal of the
OR gate OR1 is equal to the signal XM. The output signal
of the NAND gate NAND1 is the inverted signal of the
output signal of the OR gate OR1. That is, the OR gate
OR1 and the NAND gate NAND operate similarly to the
inverter X7. The output signal of the OR gate OR2 is
equal to the divided signal Q. The output signal of the
NAND gate NAND2 is the inverted signal of the output
signal of the OR gate OR2. That is, the OR gate OR2
and the NAND gate NAND2 operate similarly to the in-
verter X9.
[0059] When the reset signal Reset is maintained at
the "L" level and the set signal Set is changed to the "H"
level, the output signals of the NAND gates NAND1 and
NAND2 are changed to the "H" level regardless of the
output signals of the OR gates OR1 and OR2 . That is,
the signal M and the divided signal Q are set to the "H"
level.
[0060] When the set signal Set is maintained at the "L"
level and the reset signal Reset is changed to the "H"
level, the output signals of the OR gates OR1 and OR2
are changed to the "H" level regardless of the signal XM
and the inverted divided signal XQ . The output signals
of the NAND gates NAND1 and NAND2 are changed to
the "L" level. That is, the signal M and the divided signal
Q are reset to the "L" level.

C. Level Holder

[0061] In the division circuit 1 according to the above-
mentioned embodiment, the level holders holding the lev-
els of the signals Mhold and XMhold are embodied by
the gate capacitors of the inverters X16, X17, X20, and
X21 or the like. However, when the input signal CL is a
low-frequency signal, the level holders may be embodied
by capacitors instead.

Claims

1. A division circuit comprising:

a division unit that generates a divided signal by
dividing the frequency of an input signal on the
basis of a clock signal having the same frequen-
cy as that of the input signal and an inverted
clock signal being synchronized with the clock
signal but having an inverted phase, of which
both clock signals are generated from the input
signal; and
an output signal generator that generates an
output signal on the basis of the divided signal
having the same frequency as that of the divided

signal and an inverted output signal being syn-
chronized with the output signal but having an
inverted phase, of which both output signals are
generated from the divided signal.

2. The division circuit according to claim 1, wherein the
output signal generator includes a clocked inverter
operating in response to the clock signal so as to
lock the phase of the output signal and the phase of
the inverted output signals.

3. The division circuit according to claim 2, wherein the
output signal generator further includes a level hold-
er that holds the output level of the clocked inverter.

4. The division circuit according to claim 3, wherein the
level holder holds the output level by the use of a
gate capacitor or a wiring capacitor of a transistor
included in the level holder.

5. A division device in which N-stage (where N is an
integer equal to or greater than 2) dividers are cas-
caded,
wherein the first-stage divider includes
a clock signal generator that generates a clock signal
and an inverted clock signal on the basis of an input
signal, and
the division circuit according to claim 1, and wherein
the nth-stage (where n=2, 3, ..., N) divider includes
the division circuit according to claim 1 that receives
the output signal output from the (n-l)th-stage divider
as the clock signal and receives the inverted output
signal thereof as the inverted clock signal.

6. An electronic apparatus comprising the division cir-
cuit according to one or more of claims 1 to 4.

7. An electronic apparatus comprising the division de-
vice according to claim 5.
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